ued to do what they can to address the asteroid threat,
typified by the improved observations and predictions
for Apophis.
However, the constraining context is that Obama
has been gutting the space capabilities of the United
States, both by systematically blocking the economic
recovery measures desperately needed to rebuild the
U.S. economy, and by direct cuts to NASA—such as
his attempt to kill the manned-space and crucial heavylift rocket capabilities of the United States by cutting
the Ares Rocket and the Constellation program.8
So, while Apophis no longer appears to be a directimpact threat, it serves as a severe warning of the deadly
consequences of allowing Obama to remain in the Presidency.

More Challenges, Known and Unknown
Apophis is just one asteroid of many. On Feb. 15,
2013, another warning shot will be delivered by asteroid 2012 DA14. Only discovered one year ago, this asteroid will also pass between the Earth and our geosynchronous satellites, raising an unlikely, but noteworthy
chance of hitting one of our satellites. 2012 DA14 is
smaller, on the order of 45 meters across, placing it in
what can be called a “Tunguska-class” category (referring to the 1908 impact of a 30- to 50-meter asteroid in
the Tunguska region of Siberia, releasing 1,000 times
more energy than the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima, and leveling trees over an area of 2,000 square
kilometers).
A small asteroid of this size could easily level a
major city.
On Dec. 9, 2012, another “Tunguska-class” asteroid,
2012 XE54, was discovered, which then passed halfway
between the Earth and the Moon only two days later. If
this had been on an impact trajectory, we would have
had absolutely no time to mount an effective defense.
In fact, for this small-but-deadly size range, we have
currently only discovered about 2,000 asteroids, out of
an estimated population of 500,000, or about half of
one percent. In other words, for every one of these asteroids that we know about, NASA estimates there are
another 200 that we don’t yet know about. Taking all
the size ranges that we should be concerned about, from
8. Only thanks to the Congressional backlash against Obama’s actions,
a new heavy-lift is now planned, the Space Launch System (SLS), although this is now much delayed and underfunded. The heavy-lift capabilities directly translate to planetary defense capabilities, because this
limits what types of deflection or defense missions would even be possible.
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large to small, we have only discovered about 1.5% of
the estimated total population of near-Earth asteroids.
This is a threat that is not going away.
The only real solution is to rapidly expand mankind’s space-faring capabilities, generally, with applications to both observation and defense. Nations with
in-depth space and military capabilities, such as the
U.S., Russia, and China, should engage in joint efforts
to defend the planet against these threats, shifting the
focus away from one of military and economic competition, towards one of common defense.
This is the warning being delivered by Apophis.

Hypervelocity Asteroid
Deflection
NASA, under its Innovative Advanced Concepts
program, is providing a limited amount of funding to solve the challenges of intercepting small
to medium-sized asteroids at very high speeds,
and when there is minimal warning time available. This research is being led by Professors
Bong Wie (Iowa State University) and Brent
Barbee (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center),
with their “Hypervelocity Asteroid Intercept Vehicle” concept, a two-part spacecraft, designed to
operate at very high intercept speeds, utilizing a
thermonuclear explosive device to break apart
the threatening asteroid.

LPAC-TV

LPAC’s Benjamin Deniston interviews Professors Brent
Barbee and Bong Wie at the NIAC symposium in
November 2012.
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